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GOLF RULES 
 
 
All players must comply with the following rules: 
 

1. No person may use the Course (including any practice area) unless they have booked a 

tee-off time/practice time and paid the applicable Fee via the online platform.  No fees 

are payable by Greenways’ home owners or long-term tenants as it forms part of the 

levy privilege paid for by owners. 

2. Players may only use the designated parking behind the clubhouse when using the 

Course.  

3. No alcohol may be consumed on the Course.  

4. Please take a score card from the golf room before entering the Course.  

5. No children under the age of 16 are allowed to play on the Course unless accompanied 

by an adult. 

6. All players must be properly dressed i.e., must be wearing golf attire.  NO jeans, t-shirts, 

beachwear or sandals are permitted on the course. 

7. Each player must have his/her own golf bag and golf clubs.  

8. Each player must be in possession of a divot tool and a sandbag and must repair 

divots/pitch marks on the tee boxes and fairways.  

9. Each player must use a tee on the tee boxes for each hole. 

10. Players must begin their round of golf at either hole no.1 or hole no. 10 and may only 

tee off at the dedicated tee boxes for each hole. 

11. No more than 4 players may play in a group, unless otherwise determined by an 

authorized competition matrix. 

12. Nobody may enter dams, private gardens or other areas that are designated as out of 

bounds, to retrieve golf balls. A ball hit onto private property is a ball out of bounds and 

may not be retrieved. Please respect the privacy of home owners. 

13. Other than in the designated practice areas, no person is allowed to practice on the 

Course i.e., chip shots or putting, as this will inconvenience other players. The HOA 

reserves the right to limit use of the practice area.  When all practice bays are occupied 

or during warm-up on competition days, the practice area will be limited to 30 minutes 

per player or group of players.  No person who uses the practice area may enter within 

5 meters of the adjacent houses/fences.  Training is not allowed during a competition 

day. 
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14. Players must demonstrate tolerance and courtesy to residents, other golfers and staff.  

15. The use of abusive and/or profane language and the threat of, or use of, violence will 

not be tolerated. 

16. All use of the Course is strictly at the player's risk. Players must abide by notices, signs 

and information provided for their safety and the safety of others.  

17. Players are responsible for their personal possessions, equipment and vehicles (and their 

contents). The HOA and its members, Trustees and staff are in no way responsible for 

any damage to or loss of any such item. 

18. All players must exercise special care when there are people walking on the walkways 

and other parts of the Course. Any player who suffers or causes any injuries, or who 

injures or damages any person, car, property, equipment, building, facility or house, 

within or outside the Estate, is entirely responsible for all resultant claims, costs, losses 

and damages and must immediately notify the Estate Manager or, if the Estate Manager 

is not available, the Golf Marshall on duty via the cell number displayed at the Golf Pro 

Shop/kiosk.  All resultant costs and damages are for the player’s account and all players 

indemnify the HOA and its members, Trustees, and staff to the full extent permitted by 

law.  

19. Holes 2(11), 3 (12) and 9(18): Only short and mid irons (5 to 9) or wedges allowed on 

these holes. Non-compliance may cause damage for which the player is responsible 

– and may result in suspension or termination of golf privileges. 

 
 
 

 
 
Penalty Areas 
 
Relief from a Red or Yellow Penalty Area. 
 
Q.  How do I take relief from a yellow or red penalty area? 
 
A.  When you take relief from a penalty area, you get one penalty stroke. For yellow penalty 

areas, you have two relief options. For red penalty areas, you have three relief options 
(the same two relief options as you do for yellow, plus one additional option.) For a 
yellow penalty area, you may take relief by dropping into a relief area using (1) the spot 
at which your last stroke was made under stroke and distance or (2) the back-on-the-
line relief procedure. For a red penalty area, you have the two options above for a yellow 
penalty area, plus an additional option to take lateral relief. Lateral relief allows you to 
drop a ball into a relief area measured from where your ball last crossed the edge of red 
penalty area. From that reference point, you are allowed to drop outside the penalty 
area and anywhere within two club-lengths of that spot, no nearer to the hole. Additional 
relieve in a red penalty area: you may play within the red penalty area and may remove 
loose impediments. 

 
When Your Ball Is Lost or Out of Bounds (White Stakes). 
 
When Ball is Lost. 
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Your ball is lost if not found in three minutes after you or your caddie begin to search for it. If 
a ball is found in that time but it is uncertain whether it is your ball: 

• You must promptly attempt to identify the ball and are allowed a reasonable time to do 
so, even if that happens after the three-minute search time has ended. 

• This includes a reasonable time to get to the ball if you are not where the ball is found. 
If you do not identify your ball in that reasonable time, the ball is lost. 
 
When Ball is Out of Bounds. 
Your ball at rest is out of bounds only when all of it is outside the boundary edge of the course. 
 
What to Do When Your Ball Is Lost or Out of Bounds. 
If your ball is lost or out of bounds, you must take stroke-and-distance relief by adding one 
penalty stroke and playing a ball from where the previous stroke was made. 
 


